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Teachers!
Note: This is How to Best Utilize this Book
These Marketing Books are ready made curricula complete with a comprehension test and a related
activity. You can elect to use them as self-guided study; share topic readings on the whiteboard, or
disperse limited pages as it suits your class needs.
There are 6 books in this series. Each one is a stand alone unit. Each book compliments its members.
Note that each major topic in these books starts on a new page. This format is designed so that you can
share individual lesson pages or chapters with your class.
Limited copying for select pages is expected and encouraged. However please do NOT copy off and
disperse entire book without a multiple group license sold through TpT or PattyAnn.net. Thank you.

Books in this Series Include:
Marketing Book 1
All About Strategic Marketing
Marketing Book 2
Target Your Market
Marketing Book 3
Product Development
Marketing Book 4
Advertising & Promotion
Marketing Book 5
Product Distribution
Marketing Book 6
Product Pricing
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Marketing Book 6
Product Pricing

e

Welcome!
Welcome! This book discusses the fundamental core behind marketing: Pricing
Concepts and Pricing Strategies. We will begin with an understanding of the concept of

m
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money and progress into how it influences organizations’ overall missions and drives
their marketing goals. Whether you are interested in learning about pricing concepts and
strategies for marketing, or for consumer purposes, this information will help you
understand some of the rationale behind setting prices on products. Once the course
material has been completed, you will be able to test your newly acquired knowledge by
participating in a multiple-choice quiz. Additionally, students will be engaged in an
activity that will reinforce this concept. Take your time to become familiar with these

Sa

new concepts, and enjoy the learning!
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Objectives
The main goal of this program is to provide you with a basic understanding of
pricing concepts and pricing strategies that can be applied towards most any marketing
system. The agenda outlined below includes relevant information that you can take away

e

and utilize immediately. Upon completion of this program you will not only become
familiar with, but also have a foundation of knowledge about these topics as related to
pricing. The information presented will enable you to identify and know the
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characteristics associated with each of these main categories.
A. The Nature of Pricing

B. Price and Non-Price Competition
C. Pricing Objectives

D, Factors Affecting Pricing Decisions
E. Organizational Pricing Methods

Sa

F. The Development Stages of Pricing
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A. The Nature of Pricing
Price is the value exchanged for products in a transaction. In order to complete a
sales transaction a value, or price, for a product must be assigned and agreed upon

e

between both the buyer and seller. Since consumers usually have only so much money
allocated to spend at one time their interest towards the price of a product is related to
their expectations of the merchandise. Essentially, when shopping we tend to ask
ourselves this common question: Is what I am spending for this product worth the value?
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The value a person places on an item can vary. Value can be related to the physical
characteristics of the product and can include safety or convenience features. Value can
also be attached to emotional or mental rewards: bargain hunters relish finding a good
deal, while in contrast being able to afford more expensive items may render prestige to
oneself. Value is not esoteric or cryptic in nature; it is concrete in the minds of the buyer
and seller. The essence behind pricing is that there is a product with a price, and a buyer

Sa

who will exchange their money for the product if they believe the value is justified.
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What is Money?
Price has a value. Depending on what a person uses in exchange for a product,
price can have different definitions attached to its meaning. One of the oldest originating

e

forms of exchange is bartering, or the trading of goods and services. The diversity of
money was born out of practices in historic times where commodities were traded for
beads, sea shells, eggs, pigs, silk, rice, liquor, and precious jewels. Therefore, price can
mean something other than exchanging money, which is usually what we think of
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nowadays as being dollar bills and coins. So, what are some alternatives to cash?
Checks, electronic funds, credit and debit cards are also considered payment rendered
for products received. Because the nature of money can be so diverse it is difficult to
think of currency in terms of physical form. It might be more prudent to define money
according to its function, which is a unit of measure and a means for exchange of
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payment.
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B. Price and Non-price Competition

e

Two distinct categories emerge from the competitive environment of pricing that
influences the marketing strategies behind the thrust of a product. The first is pricing,
which molds buying decisions based on the selling price of an item; and the second,
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non-price competition directs consumer buying decisions towards brand loyalty. Let’s
take a closer look at the advantages and disadvantages in each of these categories.
The main emphasis behind price competition is that marketers can stress price as
the main selling point behind their product. Changing or adjusting the price of a product
is often the quickest way to react to market competition, changing production costs, or
consumer demand. While price competition gives marketers flexibility, price wars can
ensue and weaken the profits of an organization. Some examples of this are the
discounted airfares on many airlines, and the ninety-nine cent hamburger that fast food
chains are offering.

In non-price competition marketers are not focused on the product’s price, but

Sa

rather on its unique features, qualities, and characteristics that separate it from the
competition. The primary advantage of this category is that a company can build a
devoted customer base and ensue brand loyalty towards their product. However, if a
product is rather generic in nature and the consumer has no brand preference, it may be
difficult for competitors to persuade consumers to buy their brand. In order for non-price
competition to work successfully, companies must distinguish their product above and
beyond their competition by providing features the consumer sees as important -- and
not duplicated by other products in the same category.
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C. Pricing Objectives
The purpose of setting price objectives is to define a guideline for what an
organization wants to achieve financially. Pricing objectives determine outcomes in such

e

areas as finance, production, and accounting. Therefore, it is essential that these goals
are aligned with the overall mission philosophy of an organization. Along with shortand long-term value assessments, marketers use multiple pricing strategies to attain a

Sa
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preferred rate of return on their investment.

Survival

Price is one variable that can be adjusted in a timely fashion to react to market

fluctuations, consumer demand, competition or other relevant issues. With this in mind,
sometimes the price can be used to increase sales volumes to keep pace with an
organization’s expenses. At times reducing a product’s price may be a practical solution,
as most companies can withstand short-term losses if it ensures their survival.
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D. Factors Affecting Pricing Decisions

There are number of complex issues to take into account when determining a
product’s price. The sales price is a point of reference for market planning and analysis,
and forecasting sales. And, price is a major consideration when evaluating the
competition. Here are other common influences that affect pricing decisions. Let’s take a
quick look at each of these areas:

● Organizational and marketing objectives are a consideration when companies

establish a product’s value. Pricing structures are directed in compliance with a

Sa

company’s overall mission and philosophy.

● The types of pricing objectives as discussed in the previous lesson have a large

bearing on determining a product’s price.

● The research, development, and promotion costs involved with bringing a product

to market are another consideration when establishing, adjusting, or maintaining a
price.
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E. Organizational Pricing Methods
Organizations buy merchandise from other organizations. They purchase products
for resale, to use in their own operational needs, and in manufacturing their own
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products. Setting a price for this type of market is different than for the consuming
public. The changing economy, plus the supply and demand of goods and services,
radically shape an organization’s economic health. Challenged by geographic locations,
the different means to transport merchandise, and the varying size and quantities of
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purchases shipped, requires the manufacturer to adjust their prices accordingly. In this
lesson we will take a look at three very different pricing methods used exclusively for

Sa

sales between manufacturers.

Discounts

It is common for producers to offer financial incentives to wholesalers and

retailers as a way to promote their products and gain a favorable standing. These types
of discounts fall into five distinct categories.
Trade Discounts are given from a manufacturer to an intermediary for performing a
specific function. These discounts are compensation given to the resellers for tasks
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Geographic Pricing

The cost of shipping merchandise to different geographic regions varies due to the
elements of time, distance, location, and the product’s expiration date which all dictate
the mode of transportation used.

A product’s price is set at the manufacturer where a F.O.B. (free-on-board) price is
established. An F.O.B factory price indicates the product’s price and excludes
transportation costs before shipping. If merchandise is shipped F.O.B. destination it
means the manufacturer is absorbing the cost of transportation and the price reflects the
cost of the merchandise only. Unless otherwise negotiated it is typically customary for

Sa

the reseller to pay for shipping costs. However, manufacturers will use the enticement of
paying for shipping costs to attract new customers or to encourage sales to customers in
distant locations.

The price of gasoline, the shipping locations, and the different form of

transportation vary widely and fluctuate according to merchandise shipped so it can be
difficult for organizations to pinpoint exact shipping costs on a daily basis. To alleviate
this problem it makes sense to establish a uniform shipping code, or zone pricing system
to make adjustments for transportation costs to different geographic regions.
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F. The Development Stages of Pricing
There are eight stages for establishing a product’s price. Let’s examine each
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category individually in chronological order.

Developing Price Objectives

As mentioned in previous lessons of this course, pricing objectives should reflect

Sa

an organizations overall goals and marketing plans. It is wise to assert criteria that stress
prices should be explicitly stated and include time frame parameters for accomplishing
them. It is customary for organizations to have several pricing objectives, and both
short- and long-term goals related thereto. However, due to the ever-changing sales
climate marketers will adjust pricing objectives over the course of time.
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Determination of Demand

One of the responsibilities of the marketing department is to determine the
demand for their company’s merchandise. To accomplish this task research and
forecasting methods are utilized to help figure out the potential sales yields of a product.
It is typical for most products that as the demand increases the price will drop, and as a
price increases the demand will drop. This inverse relationship between price and

Sa

quantity demand will remain stabilized as long as buyers continue to buy and the
marketing environment subsists at a steady pace.
A few examples that cause demand fluctuations are changes in buyer’s needs, the

onslaught of generic brand substitutes, seasonal sales, and marketing trends. Some
products are easier to predict than others when it comes to demand fluctuations and a
concern to organizations is to anticipate this cyclical nature in order to stabilize sales.
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Selecting a Pricing Policy

Pricing policies set a course of action or set of guidelines when pricing decisions
are made. The predominant question marketers ask is how the price will be used in the
marketing mix. These answers are relevant to new product introductions, competitive
situations, government pricing controls, and economic factors. Pricing policies fall into
five categories:

Pioneer policies relate to setting the initial price for a new product and at this stage a

Sa

designated formula for success should be set.

Psychological pricing persuades shoppers to buy based on emotional rather than rational
needs. This practice is used primarily in retail environments.

When a person offers their expertise in a particular field, such as doctors or lawyers, a
professional fee is applied.
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Determining a Final Price
Pricing policies and methods are an aid to setting the final price of a product, but
it is likely that further refinement will be needed to arrive at the initial selling price.

e

Again, this is where the importance of pricing objectives comes into play to help
marketers narrow down and pinpoint a product’s price. The target market, product
demand, actual costs, and the competition’s prices, cross-referenced with an

organization’s pricing objectives, will result in a final price that meets with success.
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Although this systematic approach to pricing is suggested to assign a starting point, in

Sa

practice prices are often finalized by trial and error.
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Test Your Comprehension
You have now concluded the reading portion of this program. Before testing, you
may want to return to the objectives to refresh your memory of the course highlights.

e

Multiple Choice Knowledge Check
1. In order to complete a sales transaction a _____________ for a product must be
assigned and agreed upon between both the buyer and the seller.
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a) Price

b) Value

c) Return on investment
d) Price and Value

2. Money does not always imply payment rendered with dollar bills. What are, or have
been, some other forms of money?
a) Cash

b) Credit card

Sa

c) Precious jewels
d) Liquor

e) All of the above

3. What is the definition of money?
a) A unit of measure

b) Dollars paid for a product
c) A means of exchange

d) The value placed on a product
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e) A unit of measure and A means of exchange
f) Dollars paid for a product and The Value placed on a product
4. Tuition, commissions, interest, deposits, and rent are all terms used to describe a
price of a commodity. This statement is:

e

a) True
b) False
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5. Which is a true statement?

a) Total costs – total revenues = profits
b) Total revenues – total costs = profits
c) Profits – total costs = total revenue
d) Profits + total revenue = total cost

6. The main emphasis behind __________________ is that marketers can stress price as
the main selling point to their product.
a) Price competition

b) Non-price competition

Sa

c) Pricing objectives
d) Discounts

7. In ______________________ marketers are not focused on the product’s price, but
rather on its unique features, qualities, and characteristics that separate it from the
competition.

a) Price competition

b) Non-price competition
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Activity
Product Pricing
Overview:

e

Price is the value exchanged for products in a sales transaction. In order to complete a
sales transaction a value—or price—for a product must be assigned and agreed upon
between both the buyer and seller.
Objective:
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One fundamental core behind marketing is pricing concepts and pricing strategies.
Consumers buy based on different needs, education, profession, life status, age, and a
multitude of other conditions. A product's value is set by the purchasing public. Student's
will engage in pricing products presented to them, then rationalize their pricing
strategies.
Materials:

Activity sheet, pens, pencils, extra paper if needed;
Magazines with products cut out by teacher.
Explain:

Sa

1. This is a NO internet activity assignment. This is a think alone, reasoning activity.
2. Teachers you will cut out 10 (more or less) products or services and post them
around the class room. Be fairly specific in the features of your merchandise even
down to the model number. Reserve the price of the product and keep it to
yourself.
3. The products you choose should be items that are not ordinarily in the realm of
student consumerism. Choose items outside their parameters of buying such as: a
3 bedroom 2 bath house with a garage; appliances, a plane trip from x to y; a
purebred lab; dental services for a root canal; a pair of saddle bags; a 50 pound
sack of grass seed; you get the drift here. Make the student's think about cost.
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Pricing Activity Page 1

Student Name:
Product Name

Price

e

Rationalization for Price

2)
3)
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1)

Product Name

Price

Sa

Rationalization for Price
1)
2)
3)
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